experimental zone were agreement with entire zone. In the landscape diversity, the diversity index in entire zone increased from 1. 35 to 1. 65, the landscape pattern become more complicated and the degree of heterogeneous increased; landscape diversity slightly increased but not significant in core zone; the diversity index which transferred from 1. 01 to 1. 62 increased significantly in buffer zone; the landscape diversity index decreased from 1. 40 to 1. 36 and the degree of heterogeneous decreased in experimental zone. The landscape pattern in entire zone was developing into the equalization direction; the core zone and buffer zone were agreement with entire zone, but the experimental zone changed into simplification direction. In the driving force of the landscape pattern change, the natural factors were dominant in core zone and human factors were dominant in buffer and experimental zone.
Due to the outside interference which transformed the landscape pattern continue to deepen, the paradox between landscape ecological environment protection and economic development in Yancheng National Natural Reserve will also be more and more prominent. Therefore a deeply study on landscape pattern change and its driving forces in Yancheng National Natural Reserve is necessary. 
